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Virtual Courts 1. BASIC PREPARATORY WORK FOR STARTING VIRTUAL
COURTS:
1. Examine as to whether data of traffic Challans is available in
electronic form.
2. Inquire as to who maintains this data (a) Traffic wing (b) Transport
Department (RTO) (c) Any other.
3. Check as to whether the data is captured right at the place of
occurrence or it is entered from office. Further check as to which
data elements are captured on the site and which data elements are
used from VAHAN and SARATHI database.
4. Check as to whether eChallan software is used for traffic challans
(National Software used by Traffic and Transport Department and
maintained by NIC) or any other State specific software is used.
5. Check the quality of data i.e. correctness of mobile numbers and
updated data of registered owners, available in the data base.
6. If it is eChallan National Software in that case integration is already
done with Virtual Court Software and some more exercise may be
necessary. If it is any other State specific software, in that case
integration will have to be done with Virtual Court Software.
7. Talk with the Administrative and Technical team of State specific
Software. After preliminary discussion, place a request for
integration to mom-ecommitteektaii.gov.in .
8. Examine as to whether your Court Establishments are integrated
on ePay Portal i.e. https://pay.ecourts.gov.in . If yes, then please'
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check whether citizen can pay fine to Courts from that portal. If no,
please check as to whether MOU with SBI is signed and process for
integration with ePay portal is complete. If you have dedicated
mechanism of the State Government for accepting online payments
made through ePay Portal (viz. GRAS, eGRAS, HIMKOSH, CFMS,
JeGRAS, Khazane-II etc), please ensure that you mention this while,
making request for Virtual Court. Please ensure that integration
with SBI ePay or State Government mechanism like GRAS is
complete with ePay Portal.
2. STEPS TO BE TAKEN FOR ENABLING VIRUTAL COURTS: 1. For eChallan software, after satisfaction of data accuracy and other
elements, Identify the District or Districts or Court Establishment
where you desire to start Virtual Court. Get the request approved
from your Computer Committee of the High Court.
2. Place the request to start pilot at Virtual Courts with name of the
identified District through mail to mpm-ecommittee(4aij.gov.in .
3. Once decision is communicated, eCommittee will ensure,
automation in populating relevant description of offence, exact)
violating provisions and punishing provisions. The link of the
software will be shared to you to examine these details.
4. Verify the violating provisions, punishing provision and punishment
shown for the respective violation. This is essential because once
challan is consumed, offence description, violating provision under
various Acts and punishing provision under Motor Vehicles Act are
automatically shown in Virtual Courts. On the basis of Maximum
and Minimum fine, augmenting fine for repeating offences, amount
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of fine is automatically populated on the screen. Therefore, it is
necessary to check punishments shown and offences as per Offence
Codes and it has to be cross checked with recent Statues, as may
be applicable.
5. Identify the Judge and notify him/her to work as Judge of the
Virtual Court.
6. Earmark the area from where traffic challans will be electronically
consumed directly in Virtual Court. (Jurisdiction)
7. Fix the date from which traffic challans will be consumed in Virtual
Court. (Normally one date is fixed and all the cases ready to be
consumed from that date are pulled and consumed in Virtual Court)
8. Fix the period for which the cases will be kept in Virtual Court (3
months, 2 months or 1 month). After expiry of this period, the cases
will be sent back to eChallan System, and, Police can submit/send,
the very challans before Regular Court through CIS (either
electronically or physically or physical papers to be tallied with
electronic list made available in CIS for verification and
consumption).
9. Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for return of cases to eChallan
and filing of the very cases before CIS needs to be streamlined at
High Court or District Court level by circular or notification.
10.

If you are not integrated on ePay Portal, please take steps to

sign MOU with SBI ePay. SBI ePay is already integrated with
National ePay Portal (https://pay.ecourts.gov.in).

11.

Please examine whether you need to obtain permission for

opening targeted accounts for each Court Establishment for
accepting these online payments.
12.

If State Government has any dedicated mechanism to accept

payments made online, please place such request with mpmecommittee(maii.gov.in .
13.

For discussing MOU related things with SBI ePay Contact

persons are Sadhana Mankad (agml.aggregator(hsbi.co.in ) and
Geeta Pillai, (DGM SBI)
14.

When you sign MOU with SBI, and accept payment through

SBI ePay in your account, you accept these payments in the
capacity of Merchant in the system of SBI. You are given Merchant
ID for mapping with all the Court Establishment Accounts and
unique identification. As per circular issued by RBI, any payment
over and above 2000/- made using debit are is amenable to MDR
Charges. These MDR Charges need to be borne by Merchant, and,i
as per RBI Circular and Govt of India guidelines, these charges,
cannot be passed over to the consumer. The Central Government
has absorbed these charges when citizen is making any payment to
Government of India. Similar exemption needs to be requested from
the State Government.
15.

In the alternate, Fine amount ultimately goes to Consolidated

Fund of the State and Virtual Court merely acts as receiving agency
for and on behalf of the State Government. By this logic, it is the
State Government who should bear these MDR Charges, if State
Government is not ready to waive MDR charges. Please try to
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request State Government to waive or absorb MDR charges on the
similar footing with Central Government.
16.

Please check form of Intimation / Summons under Section

208 of the Motor Vehicles Act. If you need your own format, please
suggest changes in the form already prepared by eCommittee.

3. PROVISIONS AND FACILITIES - EXPLAINED:
1. Virtual Court has a public portal which can be accessed through
normal internet. You can search your case with the help of
Challan number, Mobile Number, Vehicle Number, Case Number,
CNR Number or party name.
2. After traffic challans are received in Virtual Courts, Admin user
needs to verify the Challans and consume the same. Admin user
can allocate the cases as per the District or area or Type of the
vehicle among existing Virtual Courts.

3. After allocation, all the cases are available for proceedings before
the Virtual Judge. Virtual Judge as well as Admin are given
secured access to Virtual Court login. They need to access the
Court only through intra-net connectivity (NICnet).
4. Virtual Judge can change the amount of fine as per his judicious
discretion. When Virtual Judge completes the proceedings, after
deciding the amount of fine under each head, automatically an
intimation under Section 208 of the Motor Vehicles Act isl

generated. At the same SMS and email Notifications are sent to
registered mobile number and email of the violator. In the
notification sent through SMS or mail a link of public portal of
Virtual Court is sent with all relevant details and amount of fine.

5. Violator can click the link of the public portal, and can search for
his challan, mobile, vehicle, case or name. Once he/she finds
relevant case, intimation/summons is shown to the violator on
entering OTP, if he accepts and exercise choice to pay the amount
of fine, violator is taken to ePay portal where fine can be paid
using SBI ePay or GRAS like Government mechanism.
6. On the Pubic Portal violator can request for correction of name or
mobile number. After receipt of notification of traffic violation, if
violator confirms that mobile number or name is incorrect or
mistakenly mentioned, he can request for correction. After
correction, the data can be re-consumed in Virtual Court. These
modalities need to be fixed after discussion with police. If the
corrected Challan goes back to eChallan System, within fixed
period such correction need to be confirmed or rejected and,
accordingly, it should be made available for consumption on
Virtual Courts.

7. Take a case that police impounded documents (driving license or
Registration Certificate or like documents). Virtual Court
automatically identifies the cases in which documents are
impounded and the moment fine is paid, intimation goes to police
to release the documents impounded. After release of documents

status of release of impounded documents can be seen on the
portal.
8. Facility of report generation is available for Judge and Admin
users.
9. All the details of traffic challan can be seen including latitude and
longitude of place of occurrence, if captured by police. Driving
license number, vehicle registration number, whether violator is
owner of the vehicle or user of the vehicle, name of reporting
officer, documents impounded, description of act of violation etc.
all such details can be seen when challan number is clicked.
10. When one clicks on details of offence, offence description, act
of traffic violation which violated specific provision of the Act or
Rule or Regulation and provision under which such violation is
punishable are separately shown.

11. A Judge can make multiple proceedings at a time and SMS
and/or email can be sent in bulk.
12. As Judge user can be accessed only through NICnet
connectivity, if the location of Judge designated for Virtual Court
is likely to change frequently, it is advisable that the Judge
should have his own VPN account to access Judge login of Virtual
Court.
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13. When violator pays the amount of fine as mentioned in the1
intimation, a summary is generated which indicates closure of
traffic challan.

4. TESTING ENVIRONMENT OF VIRTUAL COURTS:
Testing Environment is created to use Virtual Courts software for
eCourts related officials. The details of testing environment are as
under;
1. Intranet application: Following users can access the following
URL only through intra net connectivity or NICnet or 10 series
IP. These users either Supusers or admin users or Judge
Users.
URL : https: / /csc.ecourts.gov.in /vcdev/
UID:
supuser
PWD: supuser(dA-56
UID: admin
PWD: admin123
UID:
courtl
PWD: court123
2. Public Portal where violators or offenders can visit portal,
search their cases, pay the fine or claim to contest the case
before regular Court or request for correction.
URL : https: / icsc.ecourts.govinivirtualcourt/
5. INTRODUCTORY DETAILS OF VIRTUAL COURT SOFTWARE:
1. On your right side at the top, you will find user icon. If you are
admin user, you will find option to consume cases amongst
various other options.

2. Try to explore more options given to admin user apart from
consuming cases.
3. You will also find count of filed and registered cases with last
consumed date and time.
4. When a new Judge is appointed it is necessary that JO Code of
the Judge is mentioned in the Master. Similarly, name of the
Judge should be entered in such manner keeping in mind that
the name would appear exactly in the same fashion on summons,
notices, orders etc.
5. When another judge is appointed in the place of existing judge of
the Virtual Court, you need to relieve the existing Judge first and
then enter date of joining of new Judge. (This process is identical
as that of the CIS)
6. Case Types in Virtual Courts do not match with Case Types in
CIS. At present Virtual Courts will have only one case type i.e[
traffic challan. Please do not add any case type in master unless
a decision is taken at High Court level. There shall be only Virtual
Court establishment for the entire State, therefore, do not create
local case types in Virtual Court.
7. By the passage of time, there can be more than one Virtual Courts
and therefore there is provision to create more Courts. In the
event there are more than one Court, Principal Virtual Court will
have to be specifically marked in the Court Number Master.
8. There is provision to generate Register of Fine. Try to generate the
register by selecting relevant period which will show some entries.
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9. Please go through the Dashboard. Try to click and see each option
given on the dash board and the information it shows.

6. SOME IMPORTANT THINGS TO REMEMBER:
• Give clear instructions to Traffic or Transport or Both the
Departments to send cases electronically to Virtual Courts and not
to regular Courts. While filing cases in regular Courts, police ensure
that identity and involvement of the accused is fairly established
before he is produced before the Court or challan is filed in the
Court. The very responsibility does not get diluted in Virtual Courts
just because data of cases is electronically consumed. As such,
before sending data of challans to the Virtual Courts the police need
to ensure and verify that the identity of the accused either as user
of the vehicle or registered owner of the vehicle is fairly established.
• Once the challans in which the violators have not responded by,
exercising any option viz. payment of fine or claiming trail before
regular Court, such cases will be sent back to eChallan. Whereas
list of the very cases returned to eChallan can be made available on
CIS. Those cases can be consumed in CIS provided SOP is finalized.
You can accept electronic data as it is and proceed in the regular
Court. You can request police to file paper challans and verify from
the list in CIS and go on accepting only those cases wherein paper
challans is filed by police.
• When Virtual Court is used for more than one District or Court
Establishments, it may be desirable to ponder about apportionment
of fine which was collected for the said Districts or Court
Establishment, as it may be required for account purpose and
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reconciliation. Please explore as to how these adjustments are to be
made and whether MIS for that will be needed from Service provider
or provision of Virtual Treasury Officer whether can be made for
accounting procedure and reconciliation.
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